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Heya! Startup.Sex will save the show! Sex will save the show! (, tr. Ščid za glas) is a
2004 Czech comedy film directed by Martin Řídký. It is based on a novel of the same
name by Ivo Herman and Jaroslav Huber. It is the Czech entry to the 2005 Academy
Award for Best Foreign Language Film, but was not nominated. Plot A tour group is
heading for the Czech city of Beroun with the purpose of visiting a small village. The
tourists, mostly male, are male-oriented and there is nothing for them to do in Beroun.

The group is being led by a woman whose aim is to make sure they do not miss
anything, as they are all mature people who have a lot of time to spare. She takes them

to a club, where the group finds out that, according to the rules, they must pay an
entrance fee before they can get into the club. They reluctantly do so. They are taken to
the nude section of the club where they find a bordello. There they find out that the so-
called bordello is actually a brothel. Cast Stanislav Lobos as Karel Miroslav Šlachta as
Jan Jozef Kroner as Příbram Ondřej Vetchý as Stanko Martin Trnavský as Vít Zdeněk
Hořejší as Vrchotín Eva Paušková as Lidice Michal Doležal as Radič Milan Svozil as

Švihradov Helena Šmejdová as Katarína Jan Stančík as Vrana Marek Šimon as
Miroslav Vladimir Marek as Kultus Jaroslav Svoboda as Lasarek Marie Staněra as

Marie Jan Ciniak as Jano Juraj Náprstek as Janko Miroslav Chříč as Tomáš Zdeněk
Domařský as Sýkora Milan Šákora as Vanesa Awards Czech Lion, 2005 International

Federation of Film Critics, 2004 FIPRESCI Prize, 2004
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